
BUSINESS PLAN 3 YEAR FINANCIALS SECTOR

Compton Geotechnical Associates engineering business plan financial plan. Start your own business planÂ» Year 1,
Year 2, Year 3. Plan . We have included industry standard ratios from the construction and civil engineering industry to.

List ownership percentages if applicable. They will be blank if they do not apply. When developing the
revenue model for the business plan, the equation used to project sales is fairly simple. Sales and Distribution
Describe how you will distribute your products to the customer if applicable. While it's a good idea to give as
much detail as possible, it's also important to be sure the plan is concise so the reader will want to get to the
end. Section 5: Ownership and Management Plan This section describes the legal structure, ownership, and if
applicable the management, and staffing requirements of your business. Third-party distributors who often
buy directly from the distributor or wholesaler and sell to retailers or end users. As we've mentioned already,
the distribution strategy you choose for your product will be based on several factors that include the channels
being used by your competition, your pricing strategy and your own internal resources. What methods will be
used for payment? You only need to fill out the white boxes in Column B for Year 1, as these values will
automatically be carried over into subsequent years for you. Tax In most parts of the world, you will have to
pay income on your earnings. If your business is just starting out, you may be able to command higher prices
for your products or services as the years go on, as you build up brand recognition and a good reputation. This
information will automatically carried over to Years  The amount you owe on a business loan or the amount
you owe others on invoices you've not paid would count as liabilities. You can also buy special software
packages to help with financial projections. The first is to look at the market from the customer's viewpoint
and group all your competitors by the degree to which they contend for the buyer's dollar. Product utility,
longevity, maintenance and end use must be judged continually, and target prices adjusted accordingly. It
should detail how the capital will be used, and the equity, if any, that will be provided for funding. These
forward-looking projected financial statements are often called pro-forma financial statements or simply the "
pro-formas. Enter the value of these assets into Column B, and these values will be copied over to each of the
5 years of the plan. This is important if you're seeking funding; the investor will want to know just how
dependable your information is, and won't risk money on assumptions or conjecture. Establishes the strategies
used to support the sales message. Details any developments within the company that are essential to the
success of the business. Although there is a fairly well accepted structure for a business plan format, there are
many ways of putting it down on paper. A company's positioning strategy is affected by a number of variables
that are closely tied to the motivations and requirements of target customers within as well as the actions of
primary competitors. Once you've grouped your competitors, you can start to analyze their strategies and
identify the areas where they're most vulnerable. They can help companies start and manage themselves, and
to help grow after they're up and running. A good business plan should outline all the costs and the downfalls
of each decision a company makes. This includes a description of collateral marketing material as well as a
schedule of planned promotional activities such as special sales, coupons, contests and premium awards. This
analysis, in conjunction with an examination of unsuccessful companies and the reasons behind their failure,
should provide a good idea of just what key assets and skills are needed to be successful within a given
industry and market segment. They may even ask you to clarify your choice of location or reasons for selling
this particular product. In fact, sales forecasts based on a solid understanding of industry and market trends
will show potential investors that you've done your homework and your forecast is more than just guesswork.
This is a scale that lists all your major competitors or strategic groups based upon their applicable assets and
skills and how your own company fits on this scale.


